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Annex one: Suggested talking points
Compulsory Schooling Sector issues (PPTA and NZEI)
Collective bargaining


Collective bargaining is the responsibility of the Secretary for Education under
delegation from the State Services Commissioner. I encourage you to work with the
Secretary on a way forward that meets the needs of teachers and taxpayers.

d

Education workforce strategy

The strategy is being developed in partnership with the sector, and with governance
provided by a representative Education Workforce Strategy Governance Group.



I appreciate your contribution to the strategy, through the Governance Group.

se



Teacher supply

The Government has committed $40 million in the last year to address teacher supply.



The Ministry has increased the number of recruitment agencies they’re working with
and ramped up engagements. The overseas teacher recruitment campaign over four
weeks delivered 3,383 candidate applications to contracted recruiters. Of these, 565
candidates were ready for market. In mid-November, 189 active vacancies had been
lodged by schools with our contracted recruiters, 92 offers had been made to
applicants and 77 had been accepted.
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Initial Teacher Education
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We will work to resolve barriers to gaining a teaching qualification and joining the
education workforce, including time, cost, ability to earn while you learn, duration, and
accessibility.



The Education Act 1989 was updated in 2016 to allow a school board of trustees to
make a teaching position in their school or kura a trainee teacher position, if approved
by the Secretary for Education. This enables schools to employ people who are
completing their teaching qualifications through employment-based programmes
approved by the Teaching Council.



The Teaching Council is working on strengthened requirements for all ITE
programmes, based around the Code of Professional Responsibility and the Standards
for the Teaching Profession. The new requirements are intended to raise the quality of
all ITE programmes and all graduates from ITE.
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Status of the profession

The impact of the marketing campaign after 3 weeks of advertising indicated
significantly positive results on the perception of teaching.



An Education Professional’s Wellbeing Framework to support teachers and principals
has been developed and soon to be implemented.

Pr





The Joint Taskforce has identified ways to reduce compliance activities that are a
burden on principals and teachers freeing up time to teach. The Ministry continues
working on a second iteration of the school-focused workshop findings, incorporating
Taskforce feedback, with an engagement plan being drafted to transition this work
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through to Phase 2: Confirm, the Taskforce will engage with stakeholders, including
the Ministry, to discuss how to best meet outcomes.
NCEA Review
The Ministry is really appreciative of the PPTA’s support for the NCEA Review, and for
the expertise that they have contributed throughout the process. It is good to hear that
the Ministry and PPTA are working together to identify interim opportunities to alleviate
teacher workload pending the outcomes of the NCEA review.



Judie Alison (who recently retired from the PPTA but continues to represent them in
relation to the NCEA Review) has been contracted by the Ministry to provide
feedback and advice on the Ministry’s evidence briefs on NCEA. Judie’s input has
been an incredibly valuable contribution to the NCEA review.

The Curriculum, Progress and Achievement Work Programme
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The Curriculum, Progress and Achievement Ministerial Advisory Group is providing
advice on how to ensure schools and kura have the support, capability and tools they
need to enable student progress and achievement across the breadth of the
curriculum, including key capabilities for success in learning, life and work.



The Advisory group has developed nine emerging ideas to ensure every child
experiences rich opportunities to learn and progress. The Curriculum, Progress And
Achievement Reference Group is leading engagement with you and your colleagues
on the Ministerial Advisory group ideas, and feedback closes on 30 November. In the
meantime, the Advisory group is further refining its ideas, based on feedback already
received from the engagement process.
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Professional Learning and Development

I have asked the Ministry to test, with you and your colleagues, a reset of national
PLD priorities so that they align with the focus on progress across the curriculum.



I also want to ensure the priorities relate to the themes coming out of the Education
Summit, Education Conversation and the Curriculum, Progress and Achievement
Ministerial Advisory Group. This consultation will happen in Term 1 2019.



The Tomorrow’s Schools Taskforce is considering the possibility of an educational
advisory service and college of education leadership. I am expecting their report on
these two initiatives.
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Implementation of Digital Technologies & Hangarau Matihiko
The new curriculum content is about giving students an understanding of the computer
science principles and programmes that drive digital technologies. It is also about
developing digitally-capable thinkers and creators.

oa



ERO is finding out how well the implementation activities are supporting teachers and
schools. Te Paetawhiti is evaluating the Hangarau Matihiko implementation in kura.
Findings from these evaluations will be available in term 1 2019, and will help the
Ministry address anything that is not working well for teachers and kaiako.
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Support for students with additional needs


One in five children and young people needs extra support for their learning. We have
heard from children and young people, parents, whānau, and others in the disability
and education sector with concerns about how effective the current system is.
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This government is committed to improving support for children and young people with
disability and learning support needs.



Our decision to invest an additional $283.8 million over four years in learning support,
announced in Budget 2018, will help to address some funding and demand pressures.



The Disability and Learning Support Action Plan will support an inclusive education
system where the presence, participation and achievement of children and young
people with additional learning needs, including disabilities, is valued and supported.



Consultation on the Draft Action Plan closed 31 October 2018. The Ministry is working
through the feedback and submissions, with a view to having a final Action Plan for
Cabinet consideration in the near future. Actions will need to be achieved within
available funding, and sequenced and phased in over time.
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The new Learning Support Coordinator role

The Learning Support Coordinator announcement delivers on a number of the 26
recommendations from the Labour, New Zealand First and Green parties’ minority
report to the Dyslexia, Dyspraxia and Autism Inquiry in the last Parliament.



We expect the new coordinators will work with teachers to ensure students with
additional needs get the support they need.



Allocation details for these roles and detailed job descriptions have not yet been
finalised. They will be informed by feedback from public consultation on the draft
Disability and Learning Support Action Plan, which closed on 31 October.



I look forward to hearing your thoughts on the design of this role.
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The physical restraint guidelines

Given that the physical restraint guidelines have been in place for just over a year, the
Advisory Group has reconvened and is considering feedback of the people who are
using them.



I am pleased that the Ministry has been working with the sector to discuss the best
way to address concerns raised.
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Tertiary education issues (TEU and TIASA)
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Review of the VET system

The Government has been assessing the vocational education system and how it can
better meet the current and future training needs of learners, providers, employers and
New Zealand more generally.



In February 2018, I announced a review of vocational education. Officials have been
talking with stakeholders and analysing the issues and opportunities.



I appreciate your contributions to this work.



The Ministry has provided me with advice about opportunities to strengthen vocational
education and I am currently considering it.



This work aligns with the objectives of ITP Roadmap 2020 and intend to take a joint
VET Review and ITP Roadmap paper to Cabinet in the near future.
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ITP Roadmap 2020
TEC has provided me with options for a sustainable ITP network that delivers quality
vocational education and training across New Zealand.



I am currently considering this advice and I intend to take a joint VET Review and ITP
Roadmap paper to Cabinet in the near future.



I encourage you to continue engaging with Government on this issue. Agencies will
work with you on the next phases once Cabinet has made decisions on the proposed
way forward.
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TEI councils

The Education Amendment Act 2018 implemented our policy to reinstate guaranteed
places for elected staff and student members on University and Polytechnic councils.



We are committed to reaffirming the important role of staff and students in institutional
decision-making, including on governing councils, and the vital role of students’
associations as advocates, representatives, and champions of student culture.

Unitec and Whitireia/WelTec
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Thank you for your support and feedback on my recent decisions on Unitec and
Whitireia/WelTec.



As you are aware, there is a need for significant change in the ITP sector, and
government is working with Unitec and Whitireia/WelTec to ensure staff and student
voices are heard and contribute to the change proposals.



I appreciate your continued support for staff at this time.
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Cross-cutting issues (interests of combined unions)
Transforming careers advice

The TEC is developing a Careers System Strategy that supports New Zealand
businesses, learners, people preparing to work, people already in the workforce, and
those that have disengaged from education and are not in employment.



At the same time, the Ministry is leading work on a Careers Action Plan which will be
a component of the Careers System Strategy.
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The Action Plan aims to shift careers education culture and practice within schools.



The Ministry and the TEC will jointly work with schools and professional career
organisations to develop actions which are part of the Action Plan and Strategy.
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Annex two: Māori Education Initiatives
For your interest, Māori Education Initiatives not included in the body of this paper are listed
below.
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Mauri Tū Mauri Ora
 Mauri Tū Mauri Ora programmes are the collection of programmes that focus on
accelerating the achievement levels of ākonga (years 1-8), who are learning through Te
Marautanga o Aotearoa in te reo Matatini (pānui, kōrero and tuhituhi) and Pāngarau (Te
Tau me te Taurangi, Te Ine me te Āhuahanga and Te Tauanga) and are not achieving at
expected levels.
 Kura and Māori medium settings have been able to access Mauri Tū Mauri Ora for extra
support to specifically accelerate the progress and achievement of their ākonga.
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Aromatawai and Reporting Guidance
 As part of ongoing support for kura and Maori medium settings, we have developed
Aromatawai and Reporting Guidance for kura and Māori medium Settings. The material
provides information to assist and enhance kaiako understanding of ākonga learning and
success, and guidance on reporting ākonga progress and achievement.
 The guidance material uses the principles of Rukuhia Rarangahia to provide a solid
foundation to enhance kaiako understanding of ako and the aromatawai approach. It was
made available from the start of Term 4.

R

Te Waharoa Ararau
 Te Waharoa Ararau (TWA) was developed by kura and Māori medium leaders for kura
and Māori medium settings. It assists with the collection, collation and analysis and
reporting of reo matatini and pāngarau progress and achievement at the individual, class
and kura-wide levels.
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Anga Tupuranga
 Anga Tupuranga Pāngarau and Te Reo Matatini are progression frameworks for the
foundational learning areas of pāngarau (mathematics), kōrero (oral language), pānui
(reading) and tuhituhi (writing), aligned to Te Marautanga o Aotearoa.
 These are being developed by pāngarau and te reo matatini experts working with teachers,
students, kura and school leaders and whānau, to strengthen the reliability and
consistency of progress and achievement information in the foundational learning areas.
 This development will further improve student progress and achievement information to
help teachers, students and others to more deeply understand how to better personalise
ākonga learning pathways and equip them to reach their potential.
 Development began in June 2018 and is expected to be completed by the end of Term 1
2020, ready for kura and Māori medium settings to use from mid-2020.
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Rapua Te Ara Tika
 Rapua Te Ara Tika is a curriculum planning tool that will be available online to support
Kāhui Ako, kura and Māori medium settings to collaboratively design a shared quality,
local curriculum for their learners; focused on supporting children and young people’s
learning success across the Māori medium education pathway.
 We expect to launch the tool towards the end of Term 4.
Kaupapa Māori Projects
 Te Tai Whakaea, in collaboration with the Ministry of Culture and Heritage, tells two sets
of Treaty Settlement stories.
 The Ministry and Te Tari Arotake Mātauranga (ERO) have partnered to produce ‘Whaia
ngā ara painga kia angitu ai’ – a project designed to showcase success in Māori language
education pathways.
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Māori Events
 The Ministry is a major sponsor for a number of Māori education related events. The events
include:
o The annual Ngā Manu Kōrero (Secondary school) and Ngā Pū Kōrero Mō Āpōpō
(Primary school) national speech competitions
o Te Wiki o Te Reo Māori – Māori Language Week.
o Ngā Tohu Reo Māori – Māori Language Awards.
 These events promote the use of te reo Māori, Māori language in education pathways,
and exemplify Māori education success.
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Hangarau Matihiko
 Hangarau Matihiko is the new digital technologies strand within the Hangarau Wāhanga
Ako in Te Marautanga o Aotearoa, launched in December 2017. While schools and kura
are not yet expected to implement the new content, we are working with them to prepare
so that by 2020 they are ready to go.
 We have been developing a number of resources to support the teaching of this Hangarau
Matihiko. Tier 3 supports developed so far include lesson plans, supporting animations,
videos, and a stocktake catalogue of other resources developed external from the Ministry
that may be useful for teachers in Māori medium including applications that teach students
how computational thinking through coding.

R

Hangarau Matihiko NCEA standards
 Given the inclusion of Hangarau Matihiko in the curriculum and Te Marautanga o
Aotearoa, the Ministry has been working with NZQA to develop NCEA standards for level
1, 2 & 3.
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Professional Learning Development
 The Ministry is currently reviewing the Provisionally Certified Teachers/Overseas Trained
Teachers (the PCT/OTT contract) and Ako Panuku contracts with a view to extend both
contracts for the next two years.
 Ako Panuku targets provisionally certified teachers, experienced teachers, and newly
identified Māori leaders facing workload issues.
 The PCT/OTT contract is a joint contract with Ngāi Tahu, UC Education Plus and Otago
University and provides support for PCTs and OTTs in both English and Māori medium
settings (approximately 400 PCTs and their mentors in English medium and 70 in Māori
medium).
 The Education Council is also piloting support for PCTs who do not have a mentor or tutor
teacher. The Ministry is working closely with the Education Council to understand the
findings as the pilot progresses.
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Networks of Expertise
 In May 2018, the Ministry contracted Mau Creative to investigate (and plan for) how we
might promote the value of building and joining networks of expertise to all kaiako, connect
networks for coherence and capability building, and spread professional knowledge about
how to strengthen networks.
 Mau creative will provide a report with recommendations by 7 December 2018. This report
will inform the development of a number of networks for Māori medium by Term 1 2019.
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